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The Naval Postgraduate School Logistics War Game is a computerized, aircraft
carrier task force level war game designed to sensitize U.S. \a\T oHicers to the logistics
capabilities necessar>' to sustain extended combat operations. The game explicitly
models the expenditure of fuel and ordnance as the task force maneuvers olT the coast
of a hypothetical third world power. The objective of the game is to accrue points for
conducting air strikes and achieving target damage while maintaining optimal logistic
levels.
The previous version of the game allowed safe operation near hostile territory
and no opposition strikes. In order to add realism to the game while forcing the player
to maneuver and incur attritions, this thesis models multiple threats from this
hypothetical third world country. Aircraft, small patrol craft, and diesel submarines
are modeled with a combination of stochastic and deterministic techniques. The
inclusion of this threat module forces the player to make real world decisions when
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I. INTRODLCTION
A. BACKGROUND
Early in World War II. the Commander in Chief of the U.S. Meet. Adnural
Ernest J. King, discovered the requirement for lengthy lines of resupply and
commented:
I don't know what the hell this logistics is... but, I want some of it!"
The U.S. Navy is still struggling with the answer to that comment [Ref 1: p. 21]. In
19S5, the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Logistics. Vice Admiral T.J. Hughes
Jr., directed the Naval Postgraduate School (NTS) to develop a curriculum for the
operational logisticians of fleet commanders. The Operational Logistics (OL)
curriculum is being implemented to educate U.S. NaNy ofTicers in current logistics
issues, concerns and techniques. .An integral part of OL studies is a war gaming course
which explores the advantages and disadvantages of computerized and manual war
games. The Naval Postgraduate School Logistics War Game, commonly referred to as
PROLOG, is a unique war game that is dedicated to the logistics management of a
typical U.S. Na\T carrier task force. PROLOG was created at NPS as an unclassified
single player interactive war game. In May 1982. two naval olTicers assigned to study
at NPS conceived a logistic war game that was never fully developed [Ref. 2]. With
Admiral Hughes's renewed emphasis on wartime logistics. LCDR Mark L. Mitchell,
SC, USN revived that elTort and adapted it from a board game into a computer
assisted game. Shortly thereafter, an NPS thesis modified the original game by
modeling and integrating air strikes [Ref 3]. As the value of this game became
apparent, more students took an interest in its development and expansion. 'I'his thesis
incorporates an additional dimension to the game: enemy opposition to force th.e
operational commander to make decisions with respect to defensive actions.
B. WAR GAME DESCRIPTION
PROLOG is currently available to all authorized users of the Naval Postgraduate
School IBM 3033 computer. Logon and linking procedures are contained in the user's
manual [Ref 3: App. A.].
The game scenario revolves around a U.S. Navy carrier task force which is
ordered to operate in the vicinity of a hypothetical third world country' named Etas
Orango. Etas Orango does not represent any specific country in the world, but is
representative of developing countries with respect to mihtary forces. Levels of
hostilities are ever-increasing and culminate in retaliatory' air strikes by carrier aircraft.
Etas Orango had no oflensive forces in previous versions of the game.
Play begins with the player issuing commands for positioning and conducting air
strikes at land targets. A typical air strike is launched from the aircraft carrier (CV) to
a priman.' and, if desired, an alternate target. Since the game is conducted over a thirty
day period, underway replenishment (UNREP) by ship is required. There exists a fast
combat supply ship (AOE) that carries fuel, ammunition and other types of stores in
limited quantities. The requirements of the mission and extreme distances to a friendly
port. Puerto Los Gistico. preclude the carrier's return to port.
The objective of the game is to conduct sustained operations against Etas
Orango. as ordered by higher authority. A player's success in achieving this objective
is measured by accumulating points. These points are computed as a percentage of
damage to various targets of differing value. The player must balance the desire to
aggressively attack enemy targets with the limitations of the logistics pipeline. If timely
resupply is not conducted, the combatants' capabilities are reduced; in the extreme,
they will be forced out of action. The game is over when the thirty day operating
period has expired or poor management of the task force results in computer-controlled
game termination.
C. PURPOSE
In the former version of the game, the ships could maintain constant positions
and launch sorties without defensive considerations. All ships other than the CV might
be at speed zero and never maneuver; consequently, the player accrues points without
challenge while minimizing the impact of logistic limitations. In order to stimulate
defensive tactics by the player, the enemy threat is modeled and integrated to create the
incentive to maneuver and act defensively. The enemy threat reduces the player's
utilization of slow speed and minimal maneuvering. This, in turn, requires more
logistic planning.
The enemy forces modeled in this thesis react at random to the air strikes with a
small, yet effective, force. The aircraft are primarily fighters, bombers, and
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patrol surveillance type aircraft that perforin various missions. The surface sjiips
include frigates, guided missile patrol boats, and small coastal patrol craft. 1 he
submarine force consists of older, diesel powered subnwrines that patrol and represent
a hidden threat to the player. Hnemy weapons are modeled with realistic range
considerations to keep the task force further away from the coast line. There are also
impulsive acts of retaliation much in keeping with some unpredictable third world
leaders of current times. Enemy opposition requires higher ship speeds, zig zagging.
more care in air strike target selection, and raises the uncertainty of conducting
operations. This addition makes operating conditions more realistic.
D. THESIS OUTLINE
This thesis develops and presents models of air. surface, and subsurface forces
that are representative of a typical third world threat. In Chapter II. the objectives
and thorough definition of the Etas Orango forces are discussed. Attack parameters
and three models are explained in detail. Sample results from game play are presented
in Chapter III with interpretation of the efTects of the enemy threat module. A
summary and recommendations for upgrading the game are given in Chapter IV.
Technical information, source code, and amendments to the existing user's manual are
included as appendices.
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II. ENEMY THREAT MODELS
The enemy threat models are formulated to fulfill definitive objectives. They
accurately represent the armed forces a hypothetical third world countr\- might have,
and specifically model the air, surface, and subsurface threats to the carrier task force.
Additionally, the results of enemy actions are reaUstically, but not necessarily
accurately, communicated to the player for gaming interaction.
A. OBJECTIVES
The primary goals of the enemy threat are to force maneuvering and the
employment of defensive tactics, thereby consuming the resources of fuel and
ammunition. The intent of the threat is to keep logistics the primary' objective of the
game -- not to destroy the carrier task force. The presence of Etas Orango forces
challenges the player to carefully consider planning; when and where to UNREP and
to conduct air strikes ashore. Of lesser modeling importance is the subtle
unpredictability of the Etas Orango forces based on historical events and perceptions
of third world leaders and the ability of the model to capture this element. A
secondary' objective of the model is to preserve the unclassified nature of the game.
The orders of battle for aviation (AOB) and naval (NOB) forces were constructed after
research of unclassified references.
Two technical aspects of modeUng the threat are to achieve a consistency among
air, surface, and subsurface models for ease of implementation and to exercise caution
to maintain overall game efficiency.
B. THREAT DEFINITION
What is the level of the threat, in terms of militan.' power? The scenario involves
a third world countr\' that is capable of using its militar\' force against a superpower.
This third world country may be important because it possesses energy resources or
harbors insurgents who export terrorism. Many similar countries are or have been
friendly with the United States and the Soviet Union and receive military assistance
from both. Additionally, Great Britain, France, Israel, and the People's Republic of
China provide military hardware to countries like the hypothetical Etas Orango.
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The militar>' forces of litas Orango are based on the following countries:
1. Cuba 5. Iraq 9. Peru
2. Ethiopia 6. Libya 10. Vietnam
3. India 7. Nicaragua
4. Iran 8. Pakistan
This compilation of countries and their respective suppliers of military hardware
[Ref 4] are combined to create a realistic opposing force. The magnitude of the forces
is an estimate of orders of batMe using unclassified sources [Refs. 5.()]. Weapons that
are typically associated with the aircraft, ships, and submarines are included and
specifications are available in the open literature [Refs. 7.8]. The Etas Orango forces
reflect a combination of Soviet, French, and Chinese weaponry. .Any similarity or
likeness to orders of battle of a real country are purely coincidental. The complete
orders of battle are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Specifications of aircraft, ships,
submarines and associated weapons systems are detailed in Appendices A and B. Some
weapons are not used in the current implementation of the threat. However, the orders
of battle are designed to be realistic and to provide growth potential for the game.
Etas Orango is not technologically advanced, but does possess some advanced weapon
systems that can inflict serious damage to the task force, individually and collectively.
TABLE 1
AIR ORDER OF BATTLE
FIGHTERS (All-weather) LONG-R.ANGE BOMBERS
38MIG-25 Foxbat A E
61 MIG-23 Flosser B E G
9 MIG-21 FisliBedJ Export
3 TU-22 Blinder B
HELICOPTERS











NAVAL ORDER OF BATTLE
FRIGATES TORPEDO BOATS
2 Petya II 2 Huchwan
CORVETTES PATROL BOATS
5 Nanuchka 3 Zhuk




TOTAL SURFACE COMBATANTS - 19
SUBMARINES
3 Foxtrot
TOTAL SUBMARINES - 3
C. ATTACK PROCEDURES
The conditions and procedures for Etas Orango to attack units of the task force
are based on random defense conditions (DEFCONs). In support of these defense
conditions, aircraft, surface ships, and submarines patrol throughout the game. These
forces are in addition to other ready forces at airfields and port facilities. The firing
process, hit and damage assessment, and scoring complete the attack procedures.
1. Defense Condition (DEFCON)
Control of the air, surface and subsurface models is dictated by ongoing
events in PROLOG. Although Etas Orango always has some units on patrol, they are
given orders to attack only after an air strike on Etas Orango targets. At the time of
each air strike, a specific DEFCON is established, using a random number generator to
varv the conditions.
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Possible DEFCONs are as follows:
• Al - Conduct realtack with air, surface, and subsurface forces 1 hour after the
strike. In addition, fighter aircral't are sortied to intercept and fire upon the
strike group, if within "range. The algorithm reflects a varving degree oi fiuhter
alert status.
• A2 - Conduct reattack with air and subsurface forces 6 hours after the strike.
• A3 - Conduct reattack with surface and subsurface forces 12 hours after the
strike.
• AA - Conduct reattack with air forces 18 hours after the strike.
• PT - Normal patrols continue.
The actual timing and composition of forces is varied to inhibit the casual
player from predicting the reattacks.
There is a possibility of the countr>''s leadership attacking unpredictably.
Such attacks can run the gamut from terrorist attacks to long-range bomber strikes
against the task force. Unpredictability becomes reality when 18 hours elapse between
an air strike and the reattack as in DEFCON A4. It appears to the player that Etas
Orango has attacked without a systematic pattern.
2. Patrolling Units
There are several units assigned to routine patrol throughout the game. The
player is briefed on the existence of these patrols, but is not able to accurately track
the various units. In the air model, long-range armed bombers complete a routine,
over water mission each day. Smaller and less capable transport type aircraft patrol
periodically. They constitute a distraction to the player - not a true threat to the task
force.
The player is told, via various messages, not to approach closer than 100 miles
to the Etas Orango coast line. This creates a "bufTer zone" between the players forces
and Etas Orango {and simpUfies programniing). In the surface model, one Etas
Orango frigate operates constantly in close proximity to this coastal butler zone. It
possesses a limited anti-air capability. There are also two guided missile patrol boats
permanently stationed at strategic points near the butler zone. They are provided with
surface-to-surface missiles and have anti-aircraft capabilities.
Submarines patrol in predetermined patterns to provide coastal patrol and a
long-range threat barrier to ships transiting to and from Puerto Los Gistico.
3. Weapons Firing Procedures
Actual attacks occur only at the date and time established by DEFCON after
each strike. The forces are prepositioned or sortied to a point for a given DEFCON.
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At the designated attack time, the forces selected for attack are checked to see if they
have detected any U.S. units. At that point, a detection is generated if a unit is within
the maximum range of weapons aboard that platform. Given a detection, the model
then processes range information to determine firing parameters. Concurrently, target
prioritization occurs. If ships are operating independently, the weapon will engage the
nearest target. In the event a task force is encountered, the following attack priorities
hold:
1. Fast combat supply ship (AOE) - due to the important value of this unit in the
resupply problem.
2. Aircraft carrier (CV) - partial damase or out of action status will degrade the
ability to conduct air strikes and subsequently terminate the game.
3. Guided missile cruiser (CG) - tvpicallv an escort for the carrier; damage to this
ship will degrade anti-air and anti-missile warfare capabilities.
4. Guided missile destrover (DDG) - (two ships) tasked as a screen unit for the
carrier task force; anti-submarine, anti-air and anti-missile warfare capable.
5. Guided missile frigate (FFG) - (two ships) primarv role is anti-submarine
warfare, but can also protect UNREP formations and escort convoys.
These priorities are flexible and easily modified. Once the weapons are fired, defensive
maneuvers cannot be executed. Hit assessment is then determined.
4. Probability of Hit and Damage Function
The probability of hit is derived from the WeibuU distribution as represented
by equation 2.1.
f(t) = exp[-(Xt}]« (2.1)
where
X = 1 / MAXRAXGE
and VI.AXRANGE is the maximum range of the weapon. The value t is the range
between the weapon and the target.
The shape parameter, a. can be set equal to one. This yields an exponential
hit probability. Thus, the lower the range, the higher the probabiUty of hit. High
technology weapons are considerably more accurate than the probabilities provided by
an exponential decay function. Additionally, the factors of reliabiUty, minimum range,
required time of flight for weapon fuzing, line of sight to the horizon, and over the
horizon targeting capabilities are not accounted for when a is equal to one. To arrive
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at a realistic a value for equation 2.1. an APL (A Programming Language) function,
provided as Appendix C. generated data points for graphical presentation of these
curves. These graphs for all weapons are included in .Appendix D. A suniniary of the
maximum ranges and a values for weapons is listed in Table 3.
TABLE 3
P(HIT) PAR.AMETERS
Weapon Maximum Range Alpha Value
AA2 Atoll 3 4.0





AS4 Kitchen 220 8.0




Exocet (SSN) 23 6.0
SAN-4 7 2.0
SAN-3 4 3.0
76. 2mm .AAA 5 2.0
57mni .AA.A 3 LO
30mni AAA 2 LO
533mm torpedo 6 2.5
400mm torpedo 6 2.0
Substituting L'MAXRANGE and R.ANGE for X and t, respectively, in
equation 2.1 produces the probability of hit:
P(HIT) = exp [-(R.ANGE; MAXRANGE )]^ (2.2)
As the ratio of firing range to maximum range goes to zero, the probability of
hit increases to one. This is reasonable in the event the weapon platform and the
target are co-located. However, other factors of weapon performance and ship
maneuvering must be accounted for. A reliability factor of the weapon is deduced.
The probability of hit is reduced according to equation 2.3.
P(HIT) = exp[-(R.ANGEMAXR.ANGE)|^xREL (2.3)
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This reliability factor can be based on the state of individual weapon technology or
simply defined as a constant.
Finally, the ships are capable of performing evasive maneuvers to increase
survivability and decrease the chance of weapon hits. The player specifies a "zig-zag"
option to employ this tactic at the expense of additional fuel consumption. The
probability of hit should also be reflective of this capability and is accordingly
decreased by a factor of I 2 if the ship is maneuvering. Zig-zag is represented in binan.'
form; "\" for zig-zag and "0" for no zig-zag. The resulting probability of hit for each
weapon (except three surface-to-surface missiles) is therefore given by
P(HIT) = [l -(.5 xZIGZAG)] x expf-CR.'WGEMAXRANGE)]" x REL (2.4)
For the three surface-to-surface missiles, due consideration must be given to
modeling realistic minimum ranges. When the range to a target is an estimated 10% of
the maximum range of the weapon. P(HIT) is set to zero; at longer ranges, P(HIT) is
the same as given by equation 2.4. Figure 2.1 shows a representation of the
probability of hit for all weapons except the surface-to-surface missiles. The
probability of hit for the three surface-to-surface missiles is depicted in Figure 2.2.
The damage function does not compute a true "out of action" status of the
target. Instead, it simply determines a number of points to remove from the player's
score. The number of points to be deducted is relative depending on the perceived
ability of a given ship type to take hits from various weapons and the ship's
importance in game participation. Depending on which ship has been hit, a
predetermined percentage of damage is multipHed by the point value of the weapon to
give a point deduction from the total score. For the air-to-air combat scenario, each
aircraft kill reduces the player's score by 0.5.
D. AIR MODEL
The air model (AIROPS) models a combination of patrol patterns, high
technology weapon deliveries, and alert fighter responses to air strikes. The model is
invoked in DEFCON Al, A2, and A4. It is controlled by an Air Status (ARSTAT)
matrix, internal to the game. Information such as course, speed. X and Y position,
altitude, ordnance load, etc. is contained in this matrix. It is accessible from other
routines in the game. Ranges of air combat conform to statistics in the AOB. These
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Figure 2.3 Blinder Patrol Pattern
There are three air units that patrol specific patterns at regular intervals
throughout the game. The long-range bomber, TU-22 Blinder, launches at 1000 hours
each day for a six hour surveillance mission as shown in Figure 2.3. The aircraft is
loaded with four AS-4 Kitchen air-to-surface missiles which have a maximum range of
220 nautical miles. If the Blinder is on patrol at attack time, it searches for a target. If
a target appears within 220 nautical miles of the aircraft, several events occur rapidly:
1. Ordnance quantity for the aircraft is decremented.
2. Closest target to aircraft is selected; if target is several ships in company, then
prioritization is assigned.
3. Plaver is advised of missile launch and message to higher authority is generated
by ship attacked.
4. Probability of hit and damage assessment are computed and total score
adjusted.
If all targets are beyond 220 nautical miles, the only event which occurs is to divulge
the position of the Blinder to the player.
The An- 12 Cub and Be- 12 Mail are two aircraft that patrol in a surveillance role.
but do not possess an offensive capability. The Cub's 8 hour patrol begins at 0600
hours on day 5 and 15 into the game. The Mail launches on day 10 at 0600 hours for
a 10 hour mission. Positional information of these aircraft is promulgated at random
intervals. Patrol patterns for the Cub and Mail are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5,
respectively.
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Figure 2.5 Mail Patrol Pattern
A dangerous capability of the Etas Orango air force is the deployment of a highly
accurate air-to-surface missile, Exocet. The deliver}- platform is a Mirage F-1 aircraft
that sorties from Flat Mat Air Field to a preset position to search for targets. If a
target is within 35 nautical miles, the following actions are taken:
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1. Ordnance quantity for the aircraft is decremented.
2. Closest target to aircraft is selected; if target is several ships in company, then
prioritization is assigned.
3. Plaver is advised of missile launch and message to higher authority is generated
by ship attacked.
4. Hit and damage assessment are computed and total score is adjusted.
If all targets are beyond 35 nautical miles, the Exocet missile is launched and the player
is advised that the missile flew into the water at a given position.
The most likely cause of attrition to the strike group is an attack from fighters
armed with air-to-air weapons. The fighter aircraft used for the alert intercept are
MlG-21 and MIG-23 aircraft armed with AA-2 Atoll and AA-7 Apex missiles. Sectors
of responsibility for intercept are based on the geography of the country'. If a strike
group attacks targets A. B. C. D. E, or F, fighters from Flat Hat Air Field respond.
Fighters from Zoomie AFB intercept strikes conducted against targets G. H. I, J, K. or
L. The model allows for random alert readiness conditions of five, fifteen, and thirty
minute response times. These conditions represent the maximum time it takes the
aircraft to start and get airborne. The intercept is based on how far the strike will
travel at 300 nautical miles per hour before the fighters can launch and efiect an
intercept at 660 nautical miles per hour. If the fighters can intercept the following
actions occur:
1. Once the intercept is determined, a uniform random number from zero to the
maximum range of the selected weapon determines at what point the pilot will
fire. (This coiiipensates for a problem of modeling individual pilot tactics and
maintains a ranaomness to the game.)
2. Given the firing range, each missile is fired at a separate aircraft. The
probability of hit is computed with a successful hit equivalent to an aircraft kill.
3. Total score is decreased.
In the event the strike group cannot be intercepted, an advisory' message is displayed
indicating the fighters launched in pursuit but were unable to complete an intercept.
There are several noteworthy assumptions in the air model.
• All aircraft engagements are two-dimensional, i.e. computations are made in the
X and Y coordinates only, without applying an altitude factor.
• Air-to-air and air-to-surface combat are a function of range only at engagement
time, i.e. closure speeds, target aspect, etc. are not considered.
• There is no interaction between the target and weapon before, during, or after
firing.
• Air strikes on Flat Hat .Air Field and Zoomie AFB do not impact aircraft
availability or degrade air operations.
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E. SURFACE MODEL
The surface forces operations (SLFOPS) are reactionary. Attacks occur during
DEFCON Al and A3. Analogous to ARSTAT, a Surface Status (SFSTAT) matrix
controls the ships. While the surface fleet is a formidable force on paper, only three
distinct surface actions are modeled. First, the ships are capable of directing anti-air
warfare against the strike group with surface-to-air missiles and guns, regardless of
DEFCON. .A Petya II class frigate is on patrol at all times. The patrol pattern is
displayed in Figure 2.6. It provides surface-to-air guns for anti-air warfare, (juidcd
missile patrol boats, the second prong of the surface forces, possess the potential to fire
surface-to-surface missiles, such as Styx and Exocet. after a high speed dash at the
carrier. Finally, there are two Nanuchka class corvettes strategically located. They fire
weapons when ordered.
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Figure 2.6 Petya Patrol Pattern
The anti-air warfare capability is exercised during strike group ingress to and
egress from the target area. The intrusion of Etas Orango airspace must be countered
with an appropriate response. The response is in the form of 76.2mm gun fire from the
Petya II. an Osa II's 30mm guns, and the Nanuchka's SAN-4 missile and 57mm guns.
During flight, strike group position is monitored each minute. If the aircraft are within
the maximum range of the weapons aboard, the following actions are taken:
1. Appropriate weapon is selected.
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2. Aircraft are targeted.
3. Player is advised of missiles and or guns firing at aircraft.
4. Probability of hit is computed.
5. Hits on the aircraft during ineress degrade damage potential of strike eroup.
Future aircraft availability Ts re13uced ifTiit during target egress.
For the surface anti-air scenario, a successful hit does not equate to an aircraft kill.
The surface-to-surface missiles are fired by Osa II or Combattante II patrol
boats during DEFCON Al and .'\3. The patrol boat sorties in the direction of the
carrier at high speed (30 knots for four hours) and evaluates any targets within range
of its weapons. At the halfway point of the high speed run, the player is advised of the
incoming threat. It is then possible to maneuver any ships in the area to a safe
distance from the threat. If there are no targets within range, the patrol boat returns
to homeport.
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Figure 2.7 Nanuchka Stationing
Two Nanuchka class corvettes are always on station (one ship per station) at
locations (350,450) and (200,800), see Figure 2.7. These ships are cleared to fire if an
enemy vessel comes within the range of the surface-to-surface missiles, regardless of
DEFCON.
The following are simplifying assumptions:
• Ships fire regardless of DEFCON whenever a strike, inbound or outbound,
passes vvithin^range of weapons.
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• There are two Petva II class frigates in the Etas Orango Na\"\-. One is alwavs
on patrol.
• Surface ships do not engage in surface action even when sufficiently close.
• If air strikes damage Smallwake Naval Base or the Port of Old Abacus, the
ability of the Osa I Hand Combattante II guided missile patrol boats to perform
their 'mission is not atfected.
F. SUBSURFACE MODEL
The subsurface model (SUBOPS) allows patrolling submarines to conduct attacks
when ordered under DEFCON Al. A2. and A3. As in the other models, the
Submarine Status (SBSTAT) matrix updates and controls critical submarine




Dav I - SS501 underway for 14 day patrol: pattern 1
Day 10 - SS503 underway for 11 dav patrol; pattern 2
Dav 14 - SS501 returns to port
Dav 15 - SS5()7 underway for 14 day patrol; pattern 1
Dav 19 - SS5()1 undenvav for 11 day patrol; pattern 2
Dav 22 - SS503 returns to port
Day 29 - SS507 returns to port
(SS50X denotes hull number)
The patrols overlap to give continuous coverage and also to reflect the requirement to
have the submarines inport for resupply and upkeep. Patrol pattern 1 provides a close-
in defensive posture for Etas Orango while pattern 2 is a barrier type patrol to
intercept units transiting to and from Puerto Los Gistico. Figure 2.8.
When the appropriate DEFCON occurs, the underway submarine{s) assumes
torpedo attack orders. If a target is within 5 nautical miles, the submarine proceeds as
follows:
1. Ordnance quantity is decremented.
2. Closest target is selected: if target is several ships in company, then
prioritization is assigned.
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Figure 2.8 Submarine Patrol Patterns
If any target is greater than 5 but less than 10 nautical miles, two torpedoes are fired
into a search mode and are not a threat to any ship. The player is advised of this poor
shot by the submarine and of the location of the torpedoes. When all targets are
beyond 10 nautical miles, a biased position of the submarine is given to the player. As
a result of these known positions, the task force commander can either avoid those
areas or use other options to counter the threat. The submarine then continues with
the preassigned pattern.
Assumptions not already stated are:
• All submarines are capable of extended patrols of at least 14 days.
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• Patrol patterns are preset via data base values and not subject to modification
during game play.
• During the firing process, ramie is the onlv variable considered in determining
the pfobabilitv ~"of hit. i.e. cTosure speeds, firing aspect amzle. etc. are nol
modeled. Depth o[" the submarine is not a colisideration. "l:)ut it is tacitlv
assumed to be at periscope depth to fire torpedoes. Two torpedoes are fred pcY
attack.
• Air strikes against Smalhvake Naval Base do not degrade the operational
capabilities ofthe submarines inport.
G. INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION
The Intelligence Message (I.VI) model is designed to selectively promulgate
information regarding Etas Orango forces. The inlbrmation is sporadic and
occasionally unreliable. It is assumed that Etas Orango forces have perfect intelligence
information about the task force. The IM routine serves four purposes: (I) reveal
current positions with varying degrees of accuracy, (2) provide information concerning
possible future movements offerees. (3) provide "real time" information during attacks
and subsequent damage assessment, and (4) update the player with a perceived
operational readiness of Etas Orango forces to include number of aircraft up. alert
posture, surface fleet readiness, or underway casualties. Table 5 reveals the status of
all Etas Orango forces at game start. Figure 2.9 shows the major militar\' installations.
A random number is used to determine when positions are revealed. Positional
information is biased, unknown to the player, by + 50 units in the X direction and -45
units in the Y direction. Depending on the interval of game update, this information
may or may not be useful to the player. It is intended to be more of a distraction than
tactically important intelligence.
Future movements are based on actual track and are not biased. This
information can assist the player in moving through the operating area. UNREP
planning can be accomplished with greater confidence.
.As soon as weapons are fired the "real time" information system provides a
warning. Any attempt at evasive action at that time will be fruitless. With a small
delay to simulate engagement time, damage assessment is determined and the results
are presented on the screen. The player is informed of aircrait and, or ship losses and
points are deducted from the total score if appropriate.
Operational readiness statistics are randomly retrieved from a data base of
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Fisure 2.9 Force Location Chart
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in. SAMPLE GAME RESULTS AND LNTERPRETATION
Presentation of enemy actions in a clear and concise manner is paramount to
successful interactive war gaming. This chapter portrays the events of a typical game;
specifically, the enemy threat actions and corresponding displays to the player. litas
Orange responses are randomized so these examples are not all encompassing. Tactics
and positioning may change the outcome in other runs of the game.
The defense conditions (DEFCONs) described are: Al - Result 1. Al - Result 2.
A2. A3, A4, PT, and no response due to weather defenses abort. The bold faced print
is the screen output and consecutive screens are separated by a dashed line. Some
additional information is included for continuity purposes.
A post game data report is created and available for player use and game
reconstruction. A sample of this report. PROLOG GAMELOG. is included. .'\
majority of this information appears on the screen during play and is written, in a
difTerent format, to the output file.
A. DEFCON Al RESPONSES
The responses of DEFCON Al occur in 25 percent of the air strikes and involve
all facets of the Etas Orango armed forces. The elements are ordered to attack the task
force one hour after an air strike. The air force responds with several units, a guided
missile patrol boat (PGM) sorties directly at the carrier, and submarine(s) launch
torpedoes if in range of a U.S. ship. These are some of the possibilities: all actions do
not occur each time DEFCON Al is invoked. Actual actions in any situation are
determined by a random number draw. Due to the variety of possible actions, two
examples are presented as typical of what a player might encounter.
1. Result 1
The first example consists of an attempted fighter intercept of the strike
group, long-range air-to-surface missile attack, guided missile patrol boat high speed
run at the carrier, and submarine torpedo attack on a destroyer.
A strike on target A. with target C as an alternate, is planned.
ADMIRAL, Target A is scheduled for STRIKE.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
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The game clock increments and the strike report from the lead aircraft is
received. It should be noted that attack on target A is aborted due to weather and
target C is engaged.
ADMIRAL
The following communication was just copied over secure voice net:
// DTG 2913321 Aug 86 //
BIG TANKS, this is the LITTLE SIPPER; STRIKE REPORT follows:
1. PRIMARY Target A ATTACK ABORTED: BAD WX.
a. DEFENSES : light. b. % DAMAGE : 0.0
2. ALTERNATE Target C ATTACK COMPLETED.
a. DEFENSES : medium. b. % DAMAGE : 67.8
3. Est. Mission duration : 120 minutes; Overhead time : 14121
BLASTER 00, OUT
(break)
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
Concurrent with the strike report, CINCWORLDFLT issues an intelligence
rnessage indicating the readiness state of Etas Orango forces. The text of the message
provides clues as to what the player might expect in the near future. Recall that
DEFCON Al reattacks begin at strike time plus one hour. so. if the player updates on
an hourly basis it is possible to avoid some of the reattacks. If updates are at intervals
greater than hourly, maneuvering to avoid reattacks will not be possible.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2913321 Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CINCWORLDFLT
TO: CTF NINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Intelligence sources have detected a substantial increase
in message traffic and radio transmissions (secure and non-secure)
in the last 30 minutes over the beach. It appears that the Etas
Orango HDQS was tipped off of the STRIKE launch. Fighters are
possibly m an ALERT 5 condition and may launch at any time.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
The immediate action is to launch alert fighter aircraft to intercept and fire on
the strike group. The success rate of the intercept is determined by the alert status of
the aircraft, i.e. five, fifteen, or thirty minutes response times, set randomly for each
intercept mission.
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/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2913321 Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CTF NINE ZERO
TO: CO CV
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Etas Orango fighters have launched to intercept
STRIKE GROUP.





TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
6241 1352 : MIGs launched in pursuit of STRIKE GROUP.
Unable to intercept.
RTB- FLAT HAT AIRFIELD
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
Another air action occurs if a Blinder is airborne on patrol. If so ordered,
four long-range air-to-surface missiles are launched in the direction of the nearest L'.S.
ship. Damage assessment is computed and immediately shown to the player.
6241 1442 : BLINDER launching missiles at DDG-5.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2914321 Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CO DDG-5
TO: CTF NINE ZERO
BT
CASREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Taking hits from AS-4 missiles.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
6241 1417 : Attack by Etas Orango AS4 KITCHEN caused
15% damage to DDG-5.
Points lost: 0.75
Total points : 9.25
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
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The surface forces react with a PGM from the Port of Old Abacus on a high
speed dash directly at the carrier. The player should determine which type of guided
missile patrol boat and the range o[ its weapons is heading for the CV. This
information is imbedded in the intelligence information provided in the players
manual.
6241 1432 : PGM underway from PORT OF OLD ABACUS toward CV.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <EMTER> to Continue.
The submarine has three options: (1) fire if within torpedo range, (2) fire at a
target beyond the maximum range of the weapon, or (3) simply broadcast a biased
position report. In this example the patrolling submarine is very close to DDG-5 and
successfully fires two torpedoes. This situation motivates the player to concentrate on
a more accurate anti-submarine warfare (ASW) picture and avoid the submarine
operating areas since there is no capability to attack, the submarine in the current
version of the game.
Submarine attacking DDG-5.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2914471 Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CO DDG-5
TO: CTF MINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) A submarine in the vicinity has just launched two torpedoes at
my ship. Am taking evasive actions. Request ASW support aircraft.
2.(S) Details to follow.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
6241 1457 : Attack by Etas Orango 533MM torpedo caused
39.6% damage to DDG-5.
Points lost: 1.98
Total points: 5.05
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
The guided missile patrol boat moves to a position update, recomputes a new
heading to the CV, and gives the player an option to maneuver. The force location
chart shows the CV ("1") relative to the given position of the PGVI ('P') and
encourages the player to act defensively since it cannot attack the PGM.
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6241 1632 : PGM underway at 277, 267 toward CV.
ADMIRAL, do you want the carrier to maneuver ? <Y>
Y
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The PGM is close enough to launch a nussile; however, an extreme firing
range or possible CV zig zagging has avoided a hit.
6241 1832 : PGM at 289, 275 launched SSM at CV.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
2. Result 2
In the second example, the response is of the same general structure, but with
substantial difTerences. This case exhibits a successful fighter intercept of the strike
group, guided missile patrol boat high speed run at the carrier, and submarine position
information.
During the course of the game, the player decides to attack target H without a
designated alternate. The strike report indicates full damage to the target.
ADMIRAL, Target H is scheduled for STRIKE.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
ADMIRAL.
The following communication was just copied over secure voice net
// DTG 0306441 Sep 86 //
BIG TANKS, this is the LITTLE SIPPER; STRIKE REPORT follows:
1. PRIMARY Target H ATTACK COMPLETED.
a. DEFENSES : heavy. b. % DAMAGE : 100.0
2. ALTERNATE Target ATTACK n/a
a. DEFENSES : - n/a - b. ^ DAMAGE : 0.0




IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
Once again, the same intelligence message is presented to suggest reattacks.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 0306441 Sep 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CINCV/ORLDFLT
TO: CTF MINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORAMGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Intelligence sources have detected a substantial increase
in message traffic and radio transmissions (secure and non-secure)
in the last 30 minutes over the beach. It appears that the Etas
Orango HDQS was tipped off of the STRIKE launch. Fighters are
possibly m an ALERT 5 condition and may launch at any time.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
The player is warned of the impending fighter intercept. Due to the strike
group's relatively slow speed, the fighters fire upon the strike group achieving several
kills. Intercept avoidance and evasive maneuvers are beyond the player's control.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 0306441 Sep 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CTF NINE ZERO
TO: CO CV
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Etas Orango fighters have launched to intercept the
STRIKE GROUP.





TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
6246 0704 : MIG aircraft have fired on STRIKE GROUP
with AA-2 and AA-7 missiles.
5 US aircraft shot down.
Points lost: 2.5
Total Points : 20.8
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
The guide missile patrol boat begins its high speed dash toward the carrier.
6246 0744 : PGM underway from SMALLWAKE NAVAL BASE toward CV.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
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The submarines position is revealed because the submarine fired outside the
range of any L'.S. ship. The position is biased, but that is unknown to the player.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 0307441 Sep 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CTF NINE ZERO
TO: TF NINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Intelligence has verified the position of an Etas Orango
Foxtrot class submarine at position 430, 710.
2.(S) All units in Task Force upgrade ASW posture. Standby for
future tasking from ALPHA SIERRA.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
At this point, the PGM is closing on the carrier and an opportunity exists to
avoid a possible surface-to-surface missile. The player then selects the Surface Input
Board to maneuver the CV.
6246 0944 : PGM underway at 216, 628 toward CV.
ADMIRAL, do you want the carrier to maneuver ? <Y>
Y
The player decides to move the CV to the east at high speed with zig zagging.
Since no other information follows concerning the PGM. it can be safely assumed that
the CV is out of missile range at the end of the high speed dash and the PGM returns
to port.
B. DEFCON A2 RESPONSE
The actions associated with DEFCON A2 are air and submarine operations six
hours after an air strike. The Etas Orango forces set this condition in twenty five
percent of the air strikes conducted.
Due to the flight path of the strike group over a permanently positioned
Nanuchka. anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) fire is encountered. Aircraft are lost during
both ingress to and egress from the target. At this juncture, the player's appreciation
of Etas Orange's AAA capabilities makes a quantum leap.
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The player has scheduled target E as primar\- and target F as alternate. Note the
proximity of the Nanuchka (denoted by an X on the following chart for illustrative
purposes) to a projected flight path from the CV to the primar\' target. The Nanuchka
successfully launches its single mount surface-to-air missile to score a kill.
ADMIRAL, Target E is scheduled for STRIKE
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
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Incoming STRIKE aircraft took SAM hit from surface ship and
downed one F-14, two chutes observed, SAR in progress.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
ADMIRAL,
The following communication was just copied over secure voice net:
// DTG 2805181 Aug 86 //
BIG TANKS, this is the LITTLE SIPPER; STRIKE REPORT follows:
1. PRIMARY Target E ATTACK ABORTED: BAD WX.
a. DEFENSES : medium. b. % DAMAGE : 0.0
2. ALTERNATE Target F ATTACK COMPLETED.
a. DEFENSES : medium. b. % DAMAGE : 82.9
3. Est. Mission duration : 113 minutes; Overhead time : 05551
BLASTER 00, OUT
(break)
IFYOOIA PAUSE Kit <ENTER> to Continue.
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An intolligence message reminds the player of Etas Orange's capabilities. Some
of the information is designed to be subtle advice.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2S0518I Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CINCWORLDFLT
TO: CTF NINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) From intell sources ashore, troop movements have increase
in the Small Wake Naval Base area in addition to Swarmy Army HDQS.
2.(TS) Routine patrol aircraft are still launching from Flat Hat
airfield as per normal. However, Mirage F-1 aircraft are
conducting sorties v;ith AM39 EXOCET missiles. Maintain distance
from buffer zone as Mirage do not usually fly beyond the zone.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
Strike group egress again Hies into the AAA and results in more aircraft losses.
Strike aircraft reported to be shot down are removed from the air wings total
inventory'.
STRIKE aircraft took AAA hits from surface ship during RTB to CV.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
Outbound STRIKE aircraft took SAM hit from surface ship and
downed one F-14, two chutes observed, SAR in progress.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
The Blinder is out of weapons range and reveals a biased position report.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2811181 AUG 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CTF NINE ZERO
TO: TF NINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP ($) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Intelligence has verified the position of an Etas Orango
Blinder aircraft at position 524, 610.
2.(S) All units in task force upgrade AAW posture. Standby for
future tasking form ALPHA WHISKEY.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
The patrolling submarine does not achieve a torpedo firing solution and therefore
provides position information.
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/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2311181 Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CTF NINE ZERO
TO: TF NINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Intelligence has verified the position of an Etas Orango
Foxtrot class submarine at position 410, 380.
2.(S) All units in Task Force upgrade ASW posture. Standby for
future tasking from ALPHA SIERRA.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
C. DEFCON A3 RESPONSE
At 12 hours after an air strike. DEFCON A3 commences with surface ships and
submarine(s) attacking the U.S. forces. DEFCON A3 is also selected 25 percent of the
time. Surface ships are not in a position to contribute to a reattack and the submarine
is out of firing range. Target D is scheduled for the air strike with C as the alternate.
ADMIRAL, Target D is scheduled for STRIKE.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
ADMIRAL,
The following cormnunication was just copied over secure voice net:
// DTG 2810591 Aug 86 //
BIG TANKS, this is the LITTLE SIPPER; STRIKE REPORT follows:
1. PRIMARY Target D ATTACK COMPLETED.
a. DEFENSES : light. b. % DAMAGE : 48.2
2. ALTERNATE Target C ATTACK n/a
a. DEFENSES : - n/a - b. ^ DAMAGE : 0.0
3. Est. Mission duration : 141 minutes; Overhead time : 12021
BLASTER 00, OUT
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
This intelligence message contains information not previously seen by the player.
The most significant item is the possible presence of a Nanuchka along the coast.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2810591 Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CINCWORLDFLT
TO: CTF NINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) It appears some of tne Etas Orango OSA II patrol boats
from Small wake Naval Base are making preparations to get underway.
2.(TS) Unconfirmed satellite photos indicate presence of a
NANUCHKA on station just off the coast. Will advise when weather
in the area improves.




TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
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This next message appears to the player unexpectedly and is not linked to a
defense condition. It should he noted that an AN- 12 Cub is unarmed and does not
present a threat to the task force. However, this extraneous information pro\ides noise
to the game and keeps the player guessing.
6240 1430 : AN-12 CUB detected at 629, 765
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <EMTER> to Continue.
The standard submarine position report is issued.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2822591 Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CTF NINE ZERO
TO: TF NINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) Intelligence has verified the position of an Etas Orango
Foxtrot class submarine at position 420, 335.
2.(S) All units in Task Force upgrade ASW posture. Standby for
future tasking from ALPHA SIERRA.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
D. DEFCON A4 RESPONSE
The least threatening response to a U.S. attack is DEFCON A4 where only the
air force responds. If the Blinder is in position, it fires air-to-surface missiles at the
nearest ship. Additionally, a Mirage F-i with Exocet missiles launches to a
predetermined point, looks for a target, and shoots whether a target is within range or
not. This philosophy of "fire at anything" can occur when third world countries get
over zealous.
The player has selected target I as the primary target and H as the alternate.
ADMIRAL, Target I is scheduled for STRIKE.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
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ADMIRAL,
The following communication was just copied over secure voice net:
// DTG 2714361 Aug 86 //
BIG TANKS, this is the LITTLE SIPPER; STRIKE REPORT follows:
1. PRIMARY Target I ATTACK COMPLETED.
a. DEFENSES : medium. b. % DAMAGE : 100.0
2. ALTERNATE Target H ATTACK n/a
a. DEFENSES : - n/a - b. ^ DAMAGE : 0.0
3. Est. Mission duration : 103 minutes; Overhead time : 15201
BLASTER 00, OUT
(break)
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
The assessment of Etas Orango forces deliberately misleads the player into
thinking the reattack will come in about 12 hours. DEFCON A4 is set and occurs in
18 hours.
/// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
// DTG: 2714361 Aug 86 // GAME PURPOSES ONLY
FM: CINCWORLDFLT
TO: CTF NINE ZERO
BT
ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
l.(TS) General MADD MANN has intensified his rhetoric and declared
a Holy War against the IMPERIALIST AGGRESSOR as a result of the
STRIKE against Etas Orango. In view of the operational readiness
of his forces, it will be a minimum of 12 hours before any response
can be planned.
2.(S) Be ready for anything, he is truly unpredictable.
BT
DECLAS UEOG
TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
Here the Vlirage launches a valuable missile at a bogus target. The missile flies
harmlessly into the water. The positional information provides more intelligence that
the player can use to compute a probable weapon launch position.
6240 0836 : EXOCET launched from Mirage F-1 and splashed
in the vicinity of 450, 550.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
E. DEFCON PT RESPONSE
The condition PT occurs five percent of the time during game play. In other
words, Etas Orango decides not to conduct reattack in only five percent of the air
strikes. This condition is not a prerequisite to DEFCON A4 in which Etas Orango
moves up to the next level of aggressive response.
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As the game progresses, a strike on target D with target E as an alternate is
planned.
ADMIRAL, Target D is scheduled for STRIKE
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
The game clock, increments and a strike report from the lead aircraft is received.
ADMIRAL
The following communication was just copied over secure voice net:
// DTG 2812551 Aug 86 //
BIG TANKS, this is the LITTLE SIPPER; STRIKE REPORT follows:
1. PRIMARY Target D ATTACK COMPLETED.
a. DEFENSES : light. b. % DAMAGE : 28.2
2. ALTERNATE Target E ATTACK n/a
a. DEFENSES : - n/a - b. ^ DAMAGE : 0.0
3. Est. Mission duration : 133 minutes; Overhead time : 13541
BLASTER 00, OUT
(break)
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
There is no response of any type to signify that Etas Orango is under any
particular defense condition. Passive reaction to the air strike can either increase
player awareness or breed complacency. The game continues normally.
F. TARGET ABORT RESPONSE
The following example verifies the passive nature of Etas Orango if the air strike
does not drop ordnance on a target. The mere fact that the strike group encountered
superior defenses around the target is sufficient. No retaliation occurs in this type ol"
situation.
Target I is the target with no alternate specified. If an alternate had been
scheduled, the strike aircraft could have proceeded to another target. This presents the
player with an explicit situation where resources are apparently wasted and the
scheduling not optimal.
ADMIRAL, Target I is scheduled for STRIKE.
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
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ADMIRAL
The following communication was just copied over secure voice net:
// DTG 0414271 Sep 86 //
BIG TANKS, this is the LITTLE SIPPER; STRIKE REPORT follows:
1. PRIMARY Target I ATTACK ABORTED: DEF/WX.
a. DEFENSES : SUPERIOR b. % DAMAGE : 0.0
2. ALTERNATE Target ATTACK n/a
a. DEFENSES : - n/a DAMAGE 0.0
3. Est. Mission duration : 116 minutes; Overhead time : 15241
BLASTER 00, OUT
(break)
IFYOOIA PAUSE Hit <ENTER> to Continue.
G. OUTPUT DATA FILE
The PROLOG GAMELOG file is a chronological account of significant events
throughout the game. This file is useful in reviewing tactics and procedures utilized,






















** LOG for 27 August 1986 **
CV Begins LAUNCH against TARGET I
STRIKE GROUP Attacking Target I
STRIKE vs Target I achieved 2.5 of 3.0 pts;TOT:2.5
Mirage launching EXOCET at CV-1
Attack by Etas Orango AM39 EXOCET caused
30.0% damage to CV-1 .
Points lost: 1.50 Total points: 1.01
** LOG for 28 August 1986 **
CV Begins LAUNCH against TARGET H
STRIKE GROUP Attacking Target H
STRIKE vs Target H achieved 3.0 of 3.0 pts;TOT:4.0
CV Begins LAUNCH against TARGET F
SAM downed one F-l4 on ingress to target.
STRIKE GROUP Attacking Target F
STRIKE vs Target F achieved 3.0 of 4.0 pts;TOT:7.0
MIGs launched in pursuit of STRIKE GROUP.
Unable to intercept. RTB- FLAT HAT AIRFIELD
AAA fire encountered during egress from target.
SAM downed one F-14 on egress from target.
PGM underway from PORT OF OLD ABACUS toward CV.
Attack by Etas Orango 533MM torpedo caused
39.6% damage to DDG-5.
Points lost: 1.98 Total points: 5.05
PGM underway at 259, 295 toward CV.
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IV. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The enemy threat module provides a meaningful addition to the Naval
Postgraduate School Logistics War Game. PROLOG. Its addition to PROLOG makes
the war game more realistic.
The opportunity to apply modeling skills was rewarding, but practical application
requires technical expertise, inruition. and imagination. These traits are necessary to
successfully create and integrate an opposing force into an existing war game.
Flexibility is also a key factor in modifying an existing game. Lessons derived from
modeUng the Etas Orango threat module follow.
The creation and composition of Etas Orango forces were the first steps in
building the model. In order to cast Etas Orango as a typical third world countn-'.
research was required of the open literature to keep the game unclassified. There are
limited unclassified reference sources for the necessar\' information. Therefore,
imagination and personal experience were relied upon to develop an air force and a
navy. The size of the forces may appear inflated but the true threat is diminished
because third world countries typically lack weapon availability and or readiness due to
under-trained personnel. Conversely, growth potential is built-in to the orders of
battle. If the U.S. forces add another carrier task force, Etas Orango is capable of
meeting the challenge.
The objective of the game was often difllcult to keep in perspective while
modeling. One is easily absorbed in one-on-one combat with the result that logistics
elements are disregarded. Randomness and time delay are two techniques used to
allow a metering of aggression and reattacks. These techniques also produce an
element of unpredictability, which is characteristic of the Etas Orango leadership as
outlined in the scenario. The game objective is a prime motivator in the modeling
process.
After defining the force and operating procedures, detection, targeting, and
damage were modeled. Again the modeling efforts were tempered by the need to
maintain a smooth game fiow while giving reasonable probabilities of hit. A general
equation for each weapon is used to provide simplicity and efficiency. The parameters
of the P(HIT) equations are based on technical information and professional
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experience. The development of the P{HIT) algorithm is believed to be unique and the
result of considerable thought. The algorithm meets the objectives of simplicity and
realism.
Failure to model scenario dependent situations is a weakness of the enemy threat
module. There is no degradation o[ Etas Orango capabilities when any oC the four
militar}' targets is damaged by an air strike. A prudent player is going to attempt
neutralization of enemy forces before attacking elsewhere. This philosophy also applies
to real world situations. More detailed planning and progranmiing of these possibilities
is necessan,". Numerous scenarios are probable but compromises are needed to achieve
game objectives.
Validation was a continual problem during model formulation and
implementation. Questions concerning accuracy and game objectives were constantly
posed to ensure a creditable final product. The modeler is also advised to seek
disinterested, knowledgeable individuals to ofter criticism during development.
A validation of the enemy threat module was conducted by 22 U.S. Xa\"y officers
representing several warfare specialties. These officers played PROLOG to experience
a single player computer controlled interactive war game and to gain a further
appreciation of logistics planning. In general, comments regarding the enemy threat
were favorable. It was noted that the unpredictability, derived from the use of random
numbers, created a realistic operating scenario. Minor coding discrepancies were easily
corrected.
Recommendations for future modification are an outgrowth of the enemy threat
modeling process and the aforementioned validation. Immediate changes, requiring
only minor programming, are as follows:
• On-line HELP facility - A convenient means of selecting information regardins
Etas Orango forces at the terminal is desired. This feature eliminates the^use oT
any additional printed material to plav the same. The orders of battle, force
disposition, ana plaver customized trackina cliart are some recommended items
for inclusion.
^
• Desradation of Etas Oraneo capabilities - If air strikes significantly damage
milTtarv targets^ the game "essentially ignores the damage with respect to the
Etas Oransb forces "at that location."" This lack of interaction possesses a
negative efTect on realistic game conditions. A simple degradation is to delay
the forces for hours, davs or weeks before commencing a hiission or to identify
damage as collateral, i.e'. buildings, tanks, etc. are danfaged and not the aircraft
or shi"ps.
• Aircraft combat repair damage - If aircraft are hit bv, AAA during a strike, then
there exists considerable downtime after recoverv 'for necessary repairs. 1 he
game does not account for this period of unavailability. Incorporation of a
probabilistic repair time discounted over the game's duration is a simple method
of capturing this element.
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There are other areas of the game, requiring major modification or additional
programming, that may be worthy of thesis level elfort. 'fhese areas are:
• Interactive eneaeements between forces - In the event a plaver detects an
opposing iinitT tliere is no canabilitv to attack the threat. 'Modeling this
interaction is in consonance with the Fogistics goal of PROLOG. Lxpenditures
of sonobnovs and torpedoes against a^submaTine. for example, is certainlv a
concern of 'the operational conimander and adds additional inventory itehis.
The modeling of this tvpe of interaction represents a major addition to the
same. Caution must b'e exercised not to slow down eame plav m such an
endeavor.
• Rigid patrol patterns - Patrolling units are constrained bv set patterns and not
permitted to seek targets of opportunitv. The ships especially submarines, need
to be free to maneuver in order to remain a viable threat'. Modification of
detection, targeting, and damage routines are then nccessarv.
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APPENDIX A
ETATS ORANGO AVIATION FORCES
LONG-RANGE BOMBERS









Arm: AS-4; gravity bombs;
23mm cannon
AS-4 Kitchen Rng: 220




Rng: 780 (combat radius)
Armament specifications:




Rng: 600 (combat radius)
Armament specifications:






























Rng: 350 (combat radius)
Arm: AA-2; GSh 23 gun;
rockets; gravity bombs
Armament specifications: AA-2 Atoll Rng;
FIGHTER/BOMBERS




Rng: 210 (combat radius)
Armament specifications
Arm: AS-7; AA-7; AA-8
J
GSh 23 gun; gravity
bombs
AS-7 Kerry Rng: 5
AA-7 Apex Rng: 18
AA-8 Aphid Rng: 4
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Rng: 350 (combat radius)
Arm: 30 mm gun; AS-7;
gravity bombs
Armament specifications: AS-7 Kerry Rng: 5
13 Mirage F-1
Spd: Mach 2.2/36,000
Mach 1 .2/sea level
Alt: 65,000





Rng: 650 (combat radius)
Armament specifications
HELICOPTERS





































Speed; in knots except v;here Mach number indicated





ETATS ORANGO NAVAL FORCES
FRIGATES
2 Petya II (gas-turbine)
Disp: 950 tons Arm: 10 / 400mm TT; 4 76.2mm;
Spd: 29 kts (gas) 2 RBU ASWRL; ?? mines;
16 kts (diesel) 2 depth charge racks
Dim: 82 X 10 X 3 m Rng: 450/29 (gas);
Armament specs:
1800/16 (diesel)
Torpedoes 400mm - Spd: 25 kts Rng: 5-9 nm 150 lbs HE
76.2mm - Ait: 20,000' Rng: 5 nm 60 rounds/min
RBU ASWRL - Rng: 3000' 120 lbs HE
Depth charges - 25(J lbs TNT
CORVETTES
5 Nanuchka
Disp: 770 tons Arm: 4 SSN-2C; 2 57mm; 1 SAN-4;
Spd: 32 kts ?? SAN-5
Dim: 59 X 13 X 2 m Rng: 900/30; 2500/12 (1 screw)
Armament specs:
SSN-2C - Spd: .9 mach Rng: 43 nm 850 lbs HE
57mm - Alt: 9,000' Rng: 3 . 5 nm 120 rounds/min
SAN-4 - Spd: Mach 2.0 Rng: 6 . 5 nm Alt: 30' -10000'
40 lbs HE
SAN-5 - Spd: Mach 1.5 Rng: 3 . 5 nm 3 lbs HE
(hand held surface to air missile)
GUIDED MISSILE PATROL BOATS
3 Osa I
Disp: 175 tons Arm: 4 SSN-2A; 4 30 mm; ??SAN-5
Spd: 36 kts





.9 mach Rng: 25 nm 850 lbs HE
12000' 500 rounds/min
Mach 1.5 Rng: 3 . 5 nm 3 lbs HE
(hand held surface to air missile)
2 Osa II
Disp: 190 tons Arm: 4 SSN-2C; 4 30 mm; ??SAN-5
Spd: 35 kts





.9 mach Rnq: 43 nm 850 lbs HE
12000' 500 rounds/min
Mach 1.5 Rng: 3 . 5 nm 3 lbs HE
(hand held surface to air missile)
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2 Combattante II
Disp: 215 tons Arm: 4 EXOCET; 1 30 mm; ??SAM-5
Spd: 38 kts




SAN- 5 - Sp
.93 mach Rng: 23 nm 350 lbs HE
12000' 500 rounds/min
Mach 1.5 Rng: 3 . 5 nm 3 lbs HE
(hand held surface to air missile)
TORPEDO BOATS
2 Huchwan (semi-hydrofoil)
Disp: 39 tons Arm: 4 20 mm; 2 533mm TT
Spd: 50 kts
Dim: 22.5 x 3.8 x 1.2 m Rng: 500/30
Armament specs:
Torpedoes 533mm - Spd: 30 kts Rng: 4-8 nm 550 lbs HE
20mm - 270-300 rounds/mm
PATROL BOATS
3 Zhuk
Disp: 50 tons Arm: 4 14.5 mm
Spd: 34 kts
Dim: 24 X 5 X 1.8 m Rng: 700/28; 1100/15
Armament specs:
14.5mm - 200-250 rounds/min
Total surface combatants - 19
SUBMARINES
3 Foxtrot (all diesel)
Disp: 1900/2400 tons Arm: 10/533 mm TT (6 fwd / 4 aft;
Spd: 16/15 kts 22 torpedoes / 44 mines
Dim: 92 X 7.5 X 6 m Rng: 900/8 (snorkel)
Armament specs:
Torpedoes 533mm - Spd: 30 kts Rng: 6 nm 550 lbs HE
Mines - unknown
Total submarines - 3
KEY and ABBREVIATIONS
Disp: Standard displacement
Spd: Speed; for subs, surfaced speed / submerged speed
Dim: Length overall x beam x draft (in meters;
Arm: Armament
Rng: In nautical miles/given speed
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APPENDIX C
APL FUNCTION FOR P(HIT) DATA POINTS
V MAXRNG PJilT ALPHA
[1]
[ 2 ] fl TEE DYADIC FUNCTION, PHIT , TAKES THE MAXIMUM RANGE OF THE
[ 3 ] fl NEAPON AND DESIRED SHAPE PARAMETER ALPHA AS SCALAR INPUTS
.
[4] p
C5] fl IF RESULTS ARE DESIRED FOR SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILES,
[ 6 ] COMMENT OUT STATEMENTS [21] AND [22], FOR ALL OTHER WEAPONS
[7] p COMMENT OUT L271 , L281 , AND L291 .
[9] RNG^O,(iMAXRNG^10)ilO
[10]
[ 1 1 ] p WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION WITH A RELIABILITY FACTOR
[ 1 2 ] p OF 92 PER CENT FOR LAUNCH , GUIDANCE , DETONATION , ETC .
[13]
[14] ANS<r(i<-i(RNGiMAXRNG)*ALPHA) )-0. 08
[15] R^((pRNG),l)pRNG
[16]
[ 1 7 ] p DROP THE INITIAL VALUE: I.E. WHEN THE RANGE FROM WEAPON
[ 1 8 ] p TO THE TARGET IS ZERO . SUBSTITUTE P ( HIT ) = 1 . COMBINE WITH
[ 1 9 ] p RANGE TO FORM FINAL ANSWER .
[20]
[21] ANS^ ( ( qANS ),1)p(1,(14-C .ANS ) ) )
[22] FINAL^UpRNG) ,2)pIr) ,(ANS)
[23]
[24] p FOR SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILES, ZEROIZE THE FIRST 10 PER CENT




[28] ANSl^ilpANSl) ,l)p(l . ( 14- ( ,;i/V51 ) )
)
[29] FINAL^l(pRNG) ,2)pIr) AANSl)
[30]






P(HIT) GRAPHS FOR ALL WEAPONS
The following figures display the probability of hit (P(HIT)) curves for all weapons
modeled. Data points were computed using the APL function in Appendix C and
graphs were created using routines available on the XPS mainframe using the APL
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This appendix contains the IBM VS FORTR.AN code that provides PROLOG
with the enemy threat module. There are three caUing statements from the existing
game to activate the threats:
1. DEFCON is called from subroutine ATTACK after the strike 2roup hits either
the primary or alternate target.
2. SUFOPS (1), the surface ship routine with argument "\". is called from the
main program when a strike is inbound to and outbound from a target.
3. Even.' two hours, the main program also calls SUFOPS (2) to search for
possible targets within SSN range of the prepositioned Nanuchkas.
The PATROL subroutine is called from the main program, PROLOG, exery
hour of game play to correctly position and track patrolling units; but PATROL alone
does not constitute a threat.
SUBROUTINE DEFCON
C This subroutine is called after an air strike has put bombs on
C the primary or alternate target. After a random number call,
C the logic flow decides which DEFCON to set. A1,A2, and A3 are
C set 25% of the time. A4 and PT occur 20% and 5%, respectively.
C SKEDLR is called to schedule the event at the proper time in
C the game. IM is called to alert the player of impending actions
INTEGER AKTIME,AKDATE,JDATE,MXRNG(18) ,NRDAYS ,NXTIME (4) ,TIME
REAL ALPHA(18) , ARSTAT(20 , 10 ) , PTRLAl ( 10 , 10) , PTRLA2 ( 10 , 10)
,




COMMON /AIR/ ARSTAT, PTRLAl, PTRLA2,PTRLA3
COMMON /EDA/ RNG,MXRNG, ALPHA, KILL , IHIT,WEPTYP
COMMON /CKTIME/ NRDAYS
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE ,NXTIME
COMMON /SUB/ SBSTAT, PTRLSl, PTRLS2
COMMON /SRF/ SFSTAT , PTRLFl







CALL LRND ( I SEED , DFC , 1 , MUL , I SORT
)
C Attack at Strike time plus 18 hours
IF (DFC. LE. 0.20) THEN
CALL ADTIME(1080, AKTIME, AKDATE)




C Attack at Strike time plus 12 hours
ELSE IF (DEC. LE. 0.45) THEM
CALL ADTIME(720, AKTIME , AKDATE
)
CALL SKEDLR(AKDATE, AKTIME, 32,0)
CALL IH(3,SH0T,1)
CALL S
C Attack at Strike time plus 6 hours
ELSE IF ( DEC. LE. 0.70) THEM
CALL ADTIHE(360, AKTIME , AKDATE
CALL SKEDLR(AKDATE, AKTIME, 31,0)
CALL IH(2,SH0T,1)
CALL S
C Attack at Strike time plus 1 hour
ELSE IF (DEC. LE. 0.95) THEM
CALL ADTIHE( 60, AKTIME, AKDATE)
CALL SKEDLR (AKDATE , AKTIME ,30,0)
CALL IM(1,SH0T,1)
CALL S
C Also schedule a fighter launch after STRIKE aircraft drop
C bombs on target v/ith varying degrees of ALERT conditions. The
C ALERT times will be randomly figured at the time of execution.
CALL ADTIME(20,KTIME,KDATE)







C Updates patrol positions on an hourly basis; also calls
C subroutines UPOSIT, UPOSSF, and UPOSAR to determine new
C position for patrolling subs, surface ships, and aircraft.
INTEGER AKTIME , AKDATE , JDATE , NRDAYS , MXTIME ( 4 ) , TIME
REAL ARSTAT(20,10) , PTRLAl ( 10 , 10 ) , PTRLA2 ( 10 , 10 ) , PTRLA3 (10 , 10)




COMMON /AIR/ ARSTAT, PTRLAl, PTRLA2,PTRLA3
COMMON /CKTIME/ NRDAYS
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE ,NXTIME
COMMON /SRF/ SFSTAT , PTRLFl
COMMON /SUB/ SBSTAT,PTRLS1,PTRLS2
DATA NSUB /3/,NAIR /5/,MSUF /1/,IAP2 /6242/,IAP3 /6247/,IAP4 /6252/
DATA ISP2 /6247/,ISP3 /6251/,I5P1 /6255/,IAPl /lOOO/
DATA LS /1/,JS /1/,LF /1/,LA /1/,JA /1/,KA /I/
DX = 0.0
DY = 0.0
C Certain patrols are keyed to underway dates (Julian) and times
C of the day to provide realistic scenarios. If a change of date
C is desired, modify the DATA statements above. For time changes,
C go to the appropriate statement.
IF (JDATE. EQ.ISP2) SBSTAT(2,6) = 2.
IF (JDATE. EQ.ISP3) SBSTAT(3,6) = 1.





IF (TIME.EQ.IAPl) ARSTAT(1,6) = 1.
IF ((JDATE.EQ.IAP2) .AMD. (TIME. EQ. 0600)) ARSTAT(2,6'
IF ((JDATE.EQ.IAP3) .AND. (TIME. EQ. 0600)) ARSTAT(3,6'
IF ((JDATE.EQ.IAP4) .AND. (TIME. EQ. 0600)) ARSTAT(4,6;
Sub Patrol Updates
DO 200 I = 1,NSUB










IF (SBSTAT(I,5) .EQ.1.0) THEN
CALL UPOSIT(DX,DY,l)
SBSTAT(I,3) = SBSTAT(I,3) + DX
SBSTAT(I,4) = SBSTAT(I,4) + DY







SBSTAT(I,5) = SBSTAT(I,5) - 1
CALL UPOSIT(DX,DY,l)
SBSTAT(I,3) = SBSTAT(I,3) + DX





















SBSTAT(I,5) = SBSTAT(I,5) - 1
CALL UPOSIT(DX,DY,i)
SBSTAT(I,3) = SBSTAT(I,3) + DX
SBSTAT(I,4) = SBSTAT(I,4) + DY
CONTINUE
Surface Ship Patrol Updates




SFSTAT 1,1 = PTRLF1(LF,1)
SFSTAT(I,2) = PTRLF1(LF,2)











































DO 310 J = 2,3
IF (SFSTAT(J,6) .EQ.3.0) GO TO 310
JK = J
CALL UP0SSF(DX,DY,JK)
SFSTAT(J,3) = SFSTAT(J,3) + DX





DO 400 I = 1,NAIR




















ARSTAT(I,3) = ARSTAT(I,3) + DX
ARSTAT(I,4) = ARSTAT(I,4) + DY







ARSTAT(I,5) = ARSTAT(I,5) - 1
CALL UP0SAR(DX,DY,I)
ARSTAT(I,3) = ARSTAT(I,3) + DX




ARSTAT( 1,6) = 5.0





'1,4) = INT (ARSTAT (I, 4))ARSTAT







ARSTAT(I,3) = ARSTAT(I,3) + DX
ARSTAT(I,4) = ARSTAT(I,4) + DY
JA = JA + 1
Periodic position information of AN-12 Cub
IF (JA.EQ.3) THEM
WRITE (UMIT=6,FMT=361) JDATE,TIME,



















ARSTAT (I, 5) = ARSTAT (I, 5)
CALL UP0SAR(DX,DY,I)
ARSTAT (I, 3) = ARSTAT (I,
3

















= INT (ARSTAT (I










IF (ARSTAT(I,5) .EQ.1.0) THEN
CALL UP0SAR(DX,DY,I)
ARSTAT (I, 3) = ARSTAT (I,
3
ARSTAT (I, 4) = ARSTAT (I, 4





Periodic position information of BE-12 Mail
IF (KA.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (UNIT=6,FMT=371) JDATE,TIME,
INT ( ARSTAT (I, 3 ))+50, INT (ARSTAT (I, 4)) -45
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=37l) JDATE,TIME,

















ARSTAT (I, 5) = ARSTAT (I, 5)
CALL UP0SAR(DX,DY,I)








SUBROUTINE UP0SIT(DX, DY, I
)
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C Computes the delta X and delta Y based on course and speed
C information. Alternate ENTRY statements are provided for the
C surface ship and aircraft updates.
PARAMETER (DEGRAD=0 . 017453293 , PI=3 . 141592654)
REAL ARSTAT{20,10) ,PTRLA1 ( 10 , 10 ) , PTRLA2 ( 10 , 10 ) , PTRLA3 ( 10 , 10
)
REAL PTRLFl 10,10 ,PTRLS1 15,10 , PTRLS2 ( 10 , 10
REAL SBSTAT(10,10) ,SFSTAT(20,10)
COMMON /AIR/ ARSTAT,PTRLA1,PTRLA2,PTRLA3
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE , NXTIME
COMMON /SRF/ SFSTAT , PTRLFl
COMMON /SUB/ SBSTAT,PTRLS1,PTRLS2
TWOPI = PI * 2.
C Update position of submarines
X = DEGRAD * SBSTAT(I,1)
IF (X.GT. TWOPI) X =
DX = SBSTAT 1,2) * SIN(X;
DY = SBSTAT(I,2) * COS(X;
IF (ABS(DX).LT. 0.00001) DX = 0.0
IF (ABS(DY) .LT. 0.00001) DY = 0.0
RETURN
C Update position of surface units
ENTRY UPOSSF (DX,DY,J)
X = DEGRAD * SFSTAT(J,1)
IF (X.GT.TVJOPI) X =
DX = SFSTAT(J,2) * SIN(X;
DY = SFSTAT(J,2) * COS(X
IF (ABS(DX).LT. 0.00001) DX = 0.0
IF (ABS(DY) .LT. 0.00001) DY = 0.0
RETURN
C Update position of aircraft
ENTRY UPOSAR (DX,DY,K)
X = DEGRAD ^ ARSTAT(K,1)
IF (X.GT. TWOPI) X =
DX = ARSTAT(K,2) * SIN(X)
DY = ARSTAT(K,2) * COS(X)
IF (ABS DX) .LT. 0.00001) DX = 0.0
IF (ABS(DY) .LT. 0.00001) DY = 0.0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BDAORG{ IWEP , SHOT)
C BDAORG computes the hit probabilities and associated damages
C from all lb weapons in the Etas Orango inventory. Predetermined
C ALPHA values are read in from a data file.
C IWEP is the unique identifier of v;hich weapon is being fired.
C SHOT is the identifier of the ship that is under attack.
C REL is the preset reliability factor for all weapons.
PARAMETER (N=7 , NTMS=1 2
)
INTEGER ABRN(NTMS) ,ASGN(NTMS) ,B(N) ,GDE(N) , JDATE ,MXRNG( 18)
INTEGER NMCM(NTMS) ,NMCS(NTMS) ,NXTIME(4) ,RDY(NTMS) ,TG(N) ,TGCS (N, 4)
INTEGER TIME,TURNA(NTMS) ,UPCS(N)
REAL A(N,9) ,ALPHA(18) , ARSTAT(20 , 10 ) ,PCT(7) , POINTS ,PTRLA1 ( 10 , 10
)
REAL PTRLA2(10,10) , PTRLA3 ( 10 , 10 ) ,PTRLS1 ( 15 , 10 ) ,PTRLS2 ( 10 , 10) , RNG








COMMON / AVUNIT/ ASGN , ABRN , RDY , TURNA , NMCM , NMCS , TMS , MISSON
COMMON /BDA/ RNG,MXRNG , ALPHA , KILL , IHIT ,WEPTYP
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE ,NXTIME
COMMON /SUB/ SBSTAT,PTRLS1,PTRLS2
COMMON /UNITS/ UPCS , A, B ,TG, TGCS , TOPSPD , GDE
COMMON /ELEVEN/ SCORE
DATA ISEED /76543/,MUL /1/,IS0RT /0/,PCT /20 , 60, 40 , 75 , 75 , 50 , 50/








GO TO (10,10,50,50,50,10,10,50,10,10,50,50,30,30,30,50,50,50) IWEP
C Probability of Hit for: (IWEP in parenthesis)
C
C (1) 533MM TORPEDO (9) AM39 EXOCET
C (2) 400MM TORPEDO (10) ARMAT
C (6) AS4 KITCHEN
C (7) AS7 KERRY
C
C
C If zig-zagging, decrease P(HIT) by 1/2
10 IF (RNG.EQ.0.0) THEN




20 IF (X.LE.PHIT) THEN
DAM = X * 0.5
POINTS = DAM * 5.0
SCORE = SCORE - POINTS
WRITE (UNIT=6,FMT=22) JDATE , TIME ,WEPTYP( IWEP) ,DAM*100
,
*SHPTYP( INT (SHOT)) , POINTS , SCORE
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=22) JDATE , TIME ,WEPTYP( IWEP) ,DAM^100
,
^SHPTYP ( INT ( SHOT ) ) , POINTS , SCORE
22 F0RMAT(2(2X,I4.4) , ' : Attack by Etas Orango ',A13,' caused ',F4.1,
*'% damage to '
*/T16,A5, ' . ' /T15, ' Points lost: ',F5.2,




C Probability of Hit for: (IWEP in parenthesis)
C
C (13) SSN-2A (14) SSN-2C (15) EXOCET (SSN)
C
C If zig-zagging, decrease P(HIT) by 1/2




C Probability of Hit is zero inside 10% of
C weapon's maximum range






40 IF (X.LE.PHIT) THEM
DAM = X * 0.5
POINTS = DAM * 3.
SCORE = SCORE - POINTS
WRITE (UNIT=6,FMT=42) JDATE ,TIME ,DAM*100
,
^SHPTYP ( INT ( SHOT ) ) , POINTS , SCORE
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=42) JDATE , TIME ,DAM*100
,
^SHPTYP ( INT ( SHOT
) } , POINTS , SCORE
42 F0RMAT(2(2X,I4.4) , ' : Attack by Etas Orango missile caused ',F4.1
*' % damage to'
*/T16,A5/.
',
/T15, ' Points lost: ',F5.1,









AA6 ACRID (5) AA7 APEX












' : Midair collision between MIG-23 and F-14'
*/T15,' No chutes observed from either aircraft.')
CALL S
Subtract the loss of one F-14 as a result of midair
ASGN(l) = ASGN(l) - 1




PHIT = EXP(-((RNG/MXRNG( IWEP) )**ALPHA( IWEP) ))*REL
60 IF (X.LE.PHIT) THEN
KILL = KILL + 1





C AIROPS controls the functions of the Etas Orango aviation
C forces. It is called by DOEVNT after the appropriate
C defense condition has been activated. The active aircraft
C are tracked through an air status board (ARSTAT) which
C contains information such as course, speed, and
C X and Y positions, etc. See ARSTAT DATA file for a
C complete description of this board.
PARAMETER (N=7)
INTEGER ALT,B(N) ,FT,GDE(N) , ISTKFG, JDATE ,MXRNG( 18 ) ,NRDAYS ,NXTIME (4)
INTEGER PRI,STRKIP,TIME,TG(N) ,TGCS(N,4) ,TGT(N) ,UPCS(N)
REAL A(N,9) ,ALPKA(18) , ARSTAT ( 20 , 10 ) ,E0P0S(2) , PTRLAl ( 10 , 10)
REAL PTRLA2(10,10) , PTRLA3 ( 10 , 10 ) ,R(N,2) , RNG, SCORE , SPRNG(3 ) , STKDX








COMMON /BDA/ RNG,MXRNG , ALPHA, KILL , IHIT ,WEPTYP
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE ,NXTIME
COMMON /ELEVEN/ SCORE
COMMON /STRLOC/ STRKIP , STKX, STKY, STKDX, STKDY,PRI , ALT , ISTKFG, FT
COMMON /UNITS/ UPCS , A, B ,TG,TGCS , TOPSPD , GDE



















DATA SPRNG /!75 , 65 , 20/ , RTB /'FLAT HAT AIRFIELD ',' ZOOMIE AFB '/
KILL =
TEMP = R(!,l)
C LFX controls which AIROPS action is taken.
GO TO (10, 10, 10, 40, 40) LFX
C Fighter intercept routine. If strike hits targets A-G, then
C respond from Zoomie AFB (140,500); otherwise, Flat Hat Airfield
C jets scramble for intercept.











IF ( ARNG. LE. SPRNG (LFX)) THEN
C If intercept is successful, CALL AASHOT to determine firing
C range of missile and then BDAORG for computing P(HIT) and
C assessing damage.
C
C 3 MIG-23 with 1 AA-7 each





C 2 MIG-23S with 1 AA-2 each and
C 1 MIG-21 with 1 AA-2





C Use kill factor and divide by half to compute points lost
POINTS = 0.5 * KILL
SCORE = SCORE - POINTS
WRITE (UNIT=6,FMT=31) JDATE , TIME , KILL , POINTS , SCORE
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=31) JDATE , TIME , KILL, POINTS , SCORE
31 F0RMAT(2(2X,I4.4) , ' : MIG aircraft have fired on STRIKE GROUP'
*/,T15,' with AA-2 and AA-7 missiles.'
*/,Tl5,I3,' US aircraft shot down.'
*/,T15, ' Points lost: ' ,F5.1





WRITE (UMIT=6,FMT=32) JDATE , TIME , RTB( INDEX)
WRITE UNIT=20,FMT=32) JDATE , TINE , RTB( INDEX)
32 F0RHAT(2(2X,I4.4) , ' : MIGs launched in pursuit of STRIKE GROUP,
*/Tl5,' Unable to intercept.'




C Blinder routine to shoot missiles, if airborne.
40 IF (ARSTAT(1,6) .EQ.5.) GO TO 90
C Create R matrix with ranges from Blinder to all U.S. ships.
C Sort ranges in ascending order tagged v;ith corresponding
C ship. R(II,1) is ship number; R(ll,2) is the range.






R(I,2) = DIST(EOPOS, USPOS)
50 CONTINUE
DO 70 MK = 1,N-1
JK = N-MK
DO 60 KK = 1,JK










C Shoot 4 KITCHEN air-to-surface missiles if target is in range
C Determines nearest ship; if multiple ships, takes highest
C priority (PRIORY) ship as target.
IF (RNG. LE. 220.0) THEN
ARSTAT(1,7) = ARSTAT(1,7) - 4.0
CALL PRIORY(R SHOT)
WRITE (UNIT=6;fMT=71) JDATE , TIME , SHPTYP( INT (SHOT)
)
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=71) JDATE , TIME , SHPTYP( INT (SHOT)
)








IF (LFX.EQ.4) GO TO 100
80 CONTINUE
C If Blinder beyond weapons range, give away biased (X+50,Y-45)
C position report.
IF ( RNG. GT. 220.0) THEN
CALL IM(9,SH0T,1)








IF (LFX.EQ.4) GO TO 100
RETURN
C Mirage F-1 EXOCET shot at ship closest to 400,500.
100 DO 110 I = 1,N
C Create R matrix with ranges from Mirage to all U.S. ships.
C Sort ranges in ascending order tagged with corresponding






R(I,2) = DIST(E0P0S, U5P0S)
110 CONTINUE
DO 130 MK = 1,N-1
JK = N-MK
DO 120 KK = 1,JK










IF (RNG. LE. 35.0) THEN
C Shoot 1 EXOCET air-to-surface missile if target is in range.
C Determines nearest ship; if multiple ships, takes highest
C priority (PRIORY) ship as target.
ARSTAT(5,7) = ARSTAT(5,7) - 1.0
CALL PRI0RY(R,SH0T)
V;RITE (UNIT=6,FMT=131) JDATE, TIME, SHPTYP( INT (shot))
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=131) JDATE .TIME , SHPTYP( INT (SHOT)
)




C If beyond weapons range, fire anyway and give a logical splash
C position of the EXOCET.
ELSE IF (RNG. GT. 35.0) THEN
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=132) JDATE, TIME
WRITE (UNIT=6,FMT=132) JDATE, TIME
132 F0RMAT(2(2X,I4.4) , ' : EXOCET launched from Mirage F-1 and
* splashed'






This subroutine determines the random air-to-air firing range of
68
C MIG aircraft's weapons. Value selected is uniform (0,Max Range)
C and passed to the P(HIT) computation in subroutine BDAORG in the
C real variable RNG.
C
C Called by AIROPS subroutine just after MIG intercept of the
C STRIKE group.
INTEGER JDATE,HXRNG(18) ,NXTIME(4) ,TIME
REAL ALPHA (18) , RNG
CHARACTER*13 V/EPTYP(18)
CHARACTER*16 DATE
COMMON /BDA/ RNG ,MaRNG, ALPHA , KILL , IHIT,WEPTYP
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE ,NXTIME
ISEED = TIME
CALL LRND( ISEED, FA, 1,1,0)




C SUFOPS controls the functions of the Etas Orango surface
C ships. It is called by DOEVNT after the appropriate
C defense condition has been activated. Active ships are
C tracked through the surface status board (SFSTAT) which
C contains information such as course, speea, and
C X and Y positions, etc. See SFSTAT DATA file for a
C complete description of this board.
PARAMETER (N=7 , NSUF=5 , NTMS=12
)
INTEGER ABRN (NTMS ) , ALT . ASGN ( NTMS ) , B (N) , COURSE , FT , GDE (N) , ISTKFG
INTEGER JDATE, MXRNG( 18) ,NBDA(NSUF) ,NMCS(NTMS) ,NMCM(NTMS) ,NRDAYS
INTEGER NSHOT(NSUF) ,NXTIME(4) , PRI , RDY(NTMS ) , SKDATE , SKTIME , STRKIP
INTEGER TG(N) ,TGCS(N,4) , TIME , TURNA(NTMS ) , UPCS (N)
REAL A(N,9) ,ALPHA(18) ,E0P0S(2) , PTRLFl ( 10 , 10) ,R(N,2) , RNG









COMMON /AVUNIT/ ASGN , ABRN , RDY , TURNA , NMCM , NMCS , TMS , MISSON
COMMON /BDA/ RNG,MXRNG, ALPHA, KILL , IHIT ,WEPTYP
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE ,NXTIME
COMMON /CKTIME/ NRDAYS
COMMON /SRF/ SFSTAT , PTRLFl ,LF
COMMON /STRLOC/ STRKIP , STKX , STKY , STKDX , STKDY , PRI , ALT , ISTKFG , FT
COMMON /UNITS/ UPCS , A ,B , TG , TGCS ,TOPSPD , GDE
DATA R /14'0./,NSHOT /20 , 50 , 20 , 10 , 10/ ,NBDA /16 , 18 , 18 , 17 , 17/
DATA PORT / ' SMALLWAKE NAVAL BASE
'
,
' PORT OF OLD ABACUS
'
/





















GO TO (100,200,300,400,500) ISURF
C AAA warfare module for all surface shooters. The following
C occurs when a strike is inbound to and outbound from a






: Surface-to-air guns for Petya II, Osa II, Combattante II
DO 150 I = 1,NSUF


















: For every 20 hits from guns, attrite one attack aircraft
: (either A-6E or A-7E). Will be integer values.
JETRTB = IHIT / 20
IF ((STRKIP.EQ.l). AND. (IHIT. NE.O). AND. (JETRTB. GE.l)) THEN
PRINT *, 'Incoming strike aircraft took AAA hits from surface s
*hips,' , JETRTB,' unable to continue mission, jettisoned ordnance,
* RTB'
CALL S
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=161) JDATE , TIME , JETRTB
161 F0RHAT(2(2X,I4.4) , ' : AAA fire forced ',12,' jets to RTB on ingres
*s to target. ' )
END IF
IF ((STRKIP.EQ.l) .AND. (KILL. EQ.l)) THEN
PRINT *, 'Incoming strike aircraft took SAM hit from surface
*ships and downed one F-14, two chutes observed, SAR in progress.'
CALL S
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=162) JDATE, TIME
162 F0RHAT(2(2X,I4.4) , ' : SAM downed one F-14 on ingress to target.')
: For each SAM hit, attrite one F-14.
ASGN(l) = ASGN(l) - 1
ABRN(l) = ABRN(l) - 1
END IF
IF ((STRKIP.EQ.3) .AND. (IHIT.NE.O)) THEN
PRINT *, 'Strike aircraft took AAA hits from surface ships duri
*ng RTB to CV.
'
CALL S
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=163) JDATE, TIME





IF ((STRKIP.EQ.3) .AND. (KILL.EQ.l)) THEN
PRINT '^ , 'Outbound strike aircraft took SAM hit from surface
*ships and downed one F-14, two chutes observed, SAR in progress.'
CALL S
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=164) JDATE, TIME
164 F0RMAT(2(2X,I4.4) , ' : SAM downed one F-14 on egress from target.')
: For each SAM hit, attrite one F-14.
ASGN(l) = ASGN(l) - 1
70
ABRM(l) = ABRN(l) - 1
END IF
RETURN
C Check every 2 hours for U.S. ship nearest either Manuchka and
C fire an SSN-2C STYX missile if v;ithin range. (Two hour check
C is performed in the main program, PROLOG.)
C
C Create R matrix with ranges from each Manuchka to all
C U.S. ships. Sort ranges in ascending order tagged
C with corresponding ship. R(II,1) is ship number;
C R(II,2) is the range.
200 DO 299 K = 4,5
TEMP = R(l,l)
DO 210 I = 1,N
USPOS(l) = A(I,3"
USP0S(2) = A (I, 4'





DO 240 MK = 1,N-1
JK = N-MK
DO 230 KK = 1,JK














IF (RNG. LE. 43.0) THEN
C Shoot 1 SSN-2C Styx missile from appropriate Nanuchka
SFSTAT(K,7) = SFSTAT(K,7) - 1.0
CALL PRIORY(R SHOT)









C When directed by the passing argument from DOEVNT, sortie a
C Combattante II from the Port of Old Abacus on a heading direct
C to the carrier if the carrier is at or below Y-coordinate 500.
C Similarly, send an Osa II at the carrier if it is above the
C 500 Y-coordinate. The major difference is the missile type and
C range carried by the patrol boat.
300 USPOS(l) = A(l,3
USPOS 2) = A(l,4












IHDG = COURSE (EOPOS,USPOS)
SFSTAT(KCT,1) = IHDG
SFSTAT(KCT,6) = 1.
WRITE (UNIT=6,FMT=301) JDATE , TIME , PORT (KCT- 1
)
CALL S
WRITE (UMIT=20,FMT=301) JDATE , TIME , P0RT(KCT-1
)




C Half-way on the four hour high speed run, recompute a new
C heading direct to the carrier and give position information.
C Present the palyer v;ith an option to maneuver away from threat.
400 WRITE (UNIT=6,FMT=401) JDATE, TIME,
*INT( SFSTAT(KCT,3)) , INT(SFSTAT(KCT, 4)
)
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=401) JDATE, TIME,
*INT( SFSTAT(KCT,3)) , INT(SFSTAT(KCT ,4)








(Al) ' .END = 405) RESP
IF(RESP.EQ. 'Y' ) GO TO 423
GO TO 421
405 CALL ENTCHK(*402)
424 CALL UPGRAF(1,^421,*422,*423, *425,*426'
422 CALL UPC0MM(1,*421, *423 , *424 , *425 , *426
'
423 CALL INPUTS *421,*422, *424 , *425 , *426
425 CALL EVNTSK(1,*421,^422,*423,*424, *426'
426 CALL AIRPIC( *421 , *422 , *423 , *424 , *425
421 CONTINUE






CALL ADTIME ( 120 , SKTIME , SKDATE
)
CALL SKEDLR( SKDATE, SKTIME, 36,0)
RETURN
C At the end of the high speed run, check to see if carrier is
C within weapon's range and fire a missile. Otherwise, return to
C assigned port.
500 USPOS(l) = A(l,3
USPOS 2) = A(l,4
EOPOS(l) = SFSTAT(KCT,3'
E0P0S(2) = SFSTAT(KCT,4)
FIRE = DIST(E0P0S, USPOS
IF (FIRE.LE.MXRNG(IWEP)^l.O) THEN
SFSTAT(KCT,7) = SFSTAT(KCT , 7 ) - 1.0
WRITE (UNIT=6,FMT=501) JDATE, TIME,
*INT(SFSTAT(KCT,3)) , INT (SFSTAT(KCT , 4)
)
WRITE (UNIT=20,FMT=501) JDATE, TIME,
*INT ( SFSTAT ( KCT , 3 ) ) , INT ( SFSTAT ( KCT , 4 )




















C SUBOPS simply controls the attack function, with some
C intelligence messages, for the underway subs. Since it is
C possible to have more than one sub underway at any given time,
C the routine goes through all subs on the status board.
C SBSTAT is the matrix or pertinent information about each and
C every subs in the game. See SBFSTAT DATA file for a
C complete description of this board.
PARAMETER (N=7)
INTEGER B(N) ,GDE(N) , JDATE ,MXRNG( 18) ,NXTIME (4) ,TG(N) ,TGCS(N,4)
INTEGER TGT(N) ,TINE,UPCS(N)
REAL A(N,9) ,ALPHA(18) ,E0P0S(2) , PTRLSl ( 15 , 10 ) , PTRLS2 ( 10 , 10
)




COMMON /BDA/ RNG,MXRNG, ALPHA , KILL , IHIT,WEPTYP
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE ,NXTIME
COMMON /SUB/ SBSTAT, PTRLSl, PTRLS2
COMMON /UNITS/ UPCS , A, B , TG,TGCS ,TOPSPD ,GDE
DATA R /14*0./, NSUB /3/




















DO 50 II = 1,NSUB
IF (SBSTAT(II,6) .EQ.3.) GO TO 50
C Create R matrix with ranges from each submarine to all
C U.S. ships. Sort ranges in ascending order tagged
C with corresponding ship. R(I,1) is ship number;
C R(I,2) is the range.
DO 20 I = 1,N






R(I,2) = DIST(E0P0S, USPOS)
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
DO 40 MK = 1,N-1
JK = N-MK
DO 30 KK = 1,JK












C Shoot 2 torpedoes
SBSTAT(II,7) = SBSTAT(II,7) - 2.0
CALL PRIORY(R, SHOT)






C Shoot 2 torpedoes anyway, but give message indicative of
C submarine in the general vicinity.
ELSE IF ((RNG.GT.5.) .AND. (RNG.LE.IO.)) THEN




C If out of range, give away biased position information.









C Computes priority of firing order for vessels at same range;
C (i.e. ships that may be in formation or UNREPing.)
PARAMETER (N=7)
INTEGER B(N) ,GDE(N) ,PRIOR(N) ,TG(N) ,TGCS(N,4) ,UPCS(N)
REAL A(N,9) ,R(N,2) , RNG,TOPSPD(N)
COHHON /UNITS/ UPCS , A, B ,TG,TGCS ,TOPSPD ,GDE
C Priority is in following DATA statement: (1) AOE-2,
C (2) CV-i, (3) CG, (4) d5g-4, (5) DD-5, (6) FF-6, (7) FFG-7
.
DATA PRIOR /2, 1,3, 4, 5, 6, 7/
KOUNT =
DO 10 I = 2, N
IF (R(l,2) .EQ.R(I,2)) THEN





20 DO 40 J = 1,N
DO 30 K = 1, KOUNT + 1










SUBROUTINE IM( IMFLG, SHOT , II
)
C Intelligence message subroutine to qive out bits and pieces
C of information. Computed GO TO statement determines which
C message is printed at the player's terminal. Appropriate
C information is accessed through COMMON statements to reduce
C number of passing arguments.
INTEGER JDATE,NXTIME(4) ,TIME
REAL ARSTAT (20,10), PTRLAl (10,10), PTRLA2 (10,10), PTRLA3 (10,10),
REAL PTRLS1(10,10),PTRLS2(10,10) , PTRLFl ( 10 , 10
)
REAL SBSTAT (10,10), SFSTAT (20,10)
CHARACTER'S C0SIGN(7)
CHARACTER*16 DATE , Cl*2 , C2*3 , C3*2
COMMON /AIR/ ARSTAT, PTRLAl, PTRLA2,PTRLA3
COMMON /CLOCK/ DATE , TIME , JDATE ,NXTIME
COMMON /SUB/ SBSTAT, PTRLSl , PTRLS2
DATA COSIGN /'CO CV-1','C0 A0E-2','C0 CG-3','C0 DDG-4',









CALL ADTIME( 5, LTIME, LDATE)
CALL ADTIME( 15, MTIME, MDATE)
CI = DATE(1 :2)
C2 = DATE 4:6)
C3 = DATE(15:16)
GO TO (10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110) IMFLG
C DEFCON Al message
10 WRITE (6,11) CI, MTIME, C2,C3
11 FORMAT!/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'
*/' FM: CINCWORLDFLT'
->'/' TO: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' BT'
*/' ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
'
*/
' l.(TS) Intelligence sources have detected a substantial increas
5^6 in '
*/
' message traffic and radio transmissions (secure and non-secure)
* in the last'
*/
' 30 minutes over the beach. It appears that the Etas Orango HDQS
* was tipped'
*/
' off of the strike launch. Fighters are possibly in an ALERT 5'
*/





*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
C DEFCON A2 message
20 WRITE (6,21) CI , MTIME , C2 , C3
21 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'
*/' FM: CINCWORLDFLT'
*/' TO: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' BT'
*/' ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //'
*/
'
l.(TS) From intell sources ashore, troop movements have increas
*e in the
'
*/ Small Wake Naval Base area in addition to Swarmy Army HDQS.'
75
*/
' 2.(TS) Routine patrol aircraft are still launching from Flat Ha
*t '
*/
' airfield as per normal. However, Mirage F-1 aircraft are condu
*cting'
*/









*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
DEFCON A3 message
30 WRITE (6,31) CI ,MTIME , C2 , C3
31 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'
*/' FM: CINCWORLDFLT'
*/' TO: CTF NINE ZERO'
kfx BT'
*/' ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //'
*/
' l.(TS) It appears some of tne Etas Orango OSA II patrol boats'
*/
' from Small wake Naval Base are making preparations to get under
*v;ay . '
*/
' 2.(TS) Unconfirmed satellite photos indicate presence of a'
*/
' NANUCHKA on station just off the coast. Will advise when weath
*er in the'
*/
' area improves .
'
*/






*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
DEFCON A4 message
40 WRITE (6,41) CI ,MTIME , C2 , C3
41 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'
*/' FM: CINCWORLDFLT'
*/' TO: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' BT'
^/' ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //'
*/
' l.(TS) General MADD MANN has intensified his rhetoric and decla
'^red'




Etas Orango. In view of the operational readiness of his force
*s, it will'
*/ be a minimum of 12 hours before any response can be planned.'
*/ 2.(S) Be ready for anything, he is truly unpredictable.'
*/' BT'
*/' DECLAS UEOG'
*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
Torpedoes inbound; called from SUBOPS
50 WRITE (6,51) Cl,MTIME,C2,C3,COSIGN(INT(SHOT))
51 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'^/' FM: ' ,A8
*/' TO: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' BT'
*/' ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //'
76
*/
' l.(TS) A submarine in the vicinity has just launched two torped
*oes at'
*/
' my ship. Am taking evasive actions. Request ASW support aircr
*aft.''




*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
Torpedoes fired but out of range; called from SUBOPS
60 WRITE (6,61) CI .MTIME , C2 , C3 , COSIGN( INT(SHOT) )
,
*INT(SBSTAT(II,3))+10,INT(SBSTAT(II,4))-15
61 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //'
*/
' FM : ' , A3
*/' TO: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' BT'
*/' ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //
'
*/
' l.(TS) A submarine in the vicinity has just launched two torped
*oes that'
*/
' seem to be in a search mode. S-3, VS-704, on SSSC mission visu
*ally sighted'
*/
' weapons in the water at position' , 14, ' ',14
*/
' 2.(s) Weapons are beyond any practical range and not an apparen
'^t threat '




*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
Biased sub position; called from SUBOPS
70 WRITE (6,71) CI .MTIME , C2 , C3 , INT(SBSTAT(II , 3) )+50
,
*INT(SBSTAT(II,4))-45
71 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'
*/' FM: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' TO: TF NINE ZERO'
*/' BT'




l.(TS) Intelligence has verified the position of an Etas Orango
* Foxtrot'
*/
' class submarine at position ',14,' ',14,'.'
*/
' 2.(S) All units in Task Force upgrade ASW posture. Standby for
* future '




*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
AS-4 missiles inbound; called from AIROPS
80 WRITE (6,81) CI ,LTIME , C2 , C3 , COSIGN( INT(SHOT)
)
81 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'
*/' FM: ' ,A8
*/' TO: CTF NINE ZERO'
K/i BT'








*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
C Blinder out of missile range so give biased position;
C called from AIROPS
90 WRITE (6,91) CI .MTIHE , C2 , C3 , INT(ARSTAT(II , 3) )+50
,
*INT(ARSTAT(II,4))-45
91 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
'^/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'
*/' FM: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' TO: TF NINE ZERO'
x/i BT'




l.(TS) Intelligence has verified the position of an Etas Orango
* BLINDER'
*/' aircraft at position ',14,' ',14,'.'
*/
' 2.(S) All units in Task Force upgrade AAW posture. Standby for
* future '




*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
C Fighters launching pursuit of strike group;
C called from DEFCON as a warning message
100 WRITE (6,101) C1,MTIME,C2,C3
101 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
*/' // DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //
'
*/' FM: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' TO: CO CV
*/' BT'
*/' ETAS ORANGO INTEL SITREP (S) // N02000 //




' 2.(S) F-14 MIGCAP are, REPEAT are, authorized to defend strike
*group .
'




*/' TOP SECRET; CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG GAME PURPOSES ONLY.')
RETURN
C A U.S. ship has strayed too close to a Nanuchka along the
C buffer zone and is fired upon;
C called from SUFOPS
110 WRITE (6,111) Cl,MTIME,C2,C3,COSIGN(INT(SHOT))
111 FORMAT(/,' /// TOP SECRET FLASH MESSAGE /// CLASSIFIED FOR PROLOG
* GAME PURPOSES ONLY'
^/' II DTG: ',A2,I4.4,'I ',A3,1X,A2,' //'
*/' FM: ' ,A8
*/' TO: CTF NINE ZERO'
*/' BT'




l.(TS) A NANUCHKA in the vicinity has just launched a missile'
*/ at my ship. Request weapons free.'
*/' 2.(S) Details to follow.'
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ADDENDUM TO USER'S MANUAL
ETAS ORANGO lORCES
Etas Orango does not represent any specific country in the world, but is
representative of developing countries with respect to military forces. The enemy
reacts at random to the air strikes with a small, yet ellective. force.
The aircraft are primarily fighters, bombers, and patrol surveillance type aircraft
that perform various missions. The surface ships include frigates, guided missile patrol
boats, and small coastal patrol craft. The submarine force consists of older, diesel
powered submarines that patrol and represent a hidden threat to the player. Enemy
weapons have the range to keep the task force away from the coast line. There are
also impulsive acts of retaliation much in keeping with the unpredictable third world
leaders ol^ current times. The total eflect of enemy opposition, therefore, is to require
higher ship speeds, zig zagging. more care in air strike target selection, and. in general,
to raise the uncertainty of conducting operations.
The items of interest to the player are (1) force locations, (2) offensive and
defensive operations, (3) quality and quantity of intelligence, (4) recommendations for
enhanced play and (5) aircraft, ship, and submarine characteristics and associated
weapons systems. These are discussed to reveal some insights into the enemy tactics,
but the major portions of the threats are une.xpected and unpredictable.
1. FORCE LOCATIONS
The initial force disposition is presented in Table 7. These assignments are
permanent and do not change throughout the game. It can be assumed that a unit
that departs from Smallvvake Naval Base will eventually return there. A working copy
of the game chart. Figure F.l , will assist in tracking contacts and remaining current
with the intelligence information.
2. OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS
Etas Orango can attack and or defend any acts of aggression by the player.
OfTensive actions are responses to air strikes. These operations are random and limited
in range. The defensive posture is prescribed by patrolling plus alert units and defenses
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The oircnsive operations are closely linked with air strikes conducted against the
homeland. On a random basis, coimterattacks are planned and executed against the
ships of the U.S. task force. The response can be an air. surface ship, or submarine
attack or any combination. The time of this response varies from one to eighteen
hours after the air strike. The aircraft and submarines can move great distances from
the shores of Etas Orango while the surface ships are constrainted to operations close
to the bufler zone.
The defensive operations are divided into three categories: patrols, fighter
intercept and target defenses.
The patroUing units provide potential firepower when called upon by higher
authority in addition to anti-aircraft defenses. The positions of patrol units are made
known on a random basis. The player will have to also act as an intelligence otTicer to
track and predict movement of these units.
The fighter aircraft are randomly sortied from either Flat Hat .Mr Field or
Zoomie AFB. depending upon which target is attacked. Coverage areas are roughly
geographical in nature. .After a target is attacked, fighters respond according to an
alert status of five, fifteen, or thirty minutes. If the fighter aircraft are under a i\\e
minute alert condition, the maximum time that the aircraft will need to become
airborne is five minutes. Typically, an alert aircraft is launched well under the
maximum allowable time; but for programming convenience, times of five, fifteen, and
thirty minutes are used. Once the intercept is made, random firing ranges are selected
to simulate diOerent attack parameters.
The defenses surrounding each target change daily; the player's intelligence does
not always reflect these changes. However, the player is allowed to revise the
inteUigence estimate of target defenses for planning ordnance loads. Generally
speaking, the target defenses function in an "automatic" mode to compute damage
percentages.
3. INTELLIGENCE INFORM.ATION
The intelligence information is selectively promulgated to the player. The
information is to be sporadic and occasionally unreliable. It is assumed that Etas
Orango forces have perfect intelligence information about the task force.
A random number generator is used to determine when positions are revealed.
Depending on the interval of game update, this information may or may not be u'^eful
to the player.
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As soon as weapons are fired the "real time" information system provides a
warning. Any attempt at evasive action at that time will be fruitless. With a small
delay to simulate engagement time, the damage assessment is computed and the results
arc presented to the player. The player is informed of aircraft and or ship losses and
points are deducted from the total score of the game if appropriate.
4. POINTS TO PONDER
The following list of information is provided to the player to make the game
more meaningful and less frustrating.
• Use a copv of the game chart to track contacts and maintain a picture of hieh
threat area's.
• Be exceptionallv cautious when maneuvering close to the buiTer zone. There
mav be patrol I'lnits or intermittent attacks in this area. It is possible to be hit
several times before an update occurs and course speed changes can be etfected.
• If aircraft are shot down, the AIR WING readiness information will reflect this
degradation. If aircraft are hit bv AAA lire durine ineress or esress. the
damage potential is not as great as' if the complete st^-ike^eroup had" attacked
the talget.
• Consider a screening formation of the CV with SAM shooters to protect from
sur{ace-to-surface and air-to-surface missiles.
• During the air strikes, utilize frequent updates to keep maneuvering options
available.
5. CHARACTERISTICS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Tables 8 and 9 outline performance characteristics and associated weapons
capabilities.
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